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Step Action Photoshop 
1.  Plan the 

composite, 
and shoot 

Generate the concept, and plan image elements required. 
Shoot images similarly: 
• from the same perspective, eg from head height, or both from sitting height.  
• same context: both tabletop/ both garden, etc  
• same lighting conditions, eg: same time of day, same place. 
Much easier to capture in camera than to match up after!          

                                     
2.  Open 

Images to 
be used 

Open two or more images to use in your composite.  
Here I have a book  image and a boy image.  
Open background image in PS 
Open Subject Image in PS  
Name each layer as you make them. 

3.  Select 
copy and 
paste the 
boy 

In Subject image:  
In older PS Versions  
Use quick selection, hold and drag the brush over the part to be copied.  
 ‘add’ or ‘subtract’ options to fine tune your selection.  
Use the ‘selection brush’ to add or subtract tricky parts (eg at 1x pixel +).  
 
Use ‘Quick selection’ tool, and ‘select subject’,  
Then quick selection brush to + ‘add’ or - ‘subtract’ options to fine tune your selection. 
 
then “select and mask’ :  
view mode: overlay/ marching ants ;  output to  layer mask 
 
Command C to copy this layer mask 
 
In background image : command V to paste this layer onto background image  
 
Cmd or control  T to Transform: to resize , rotate and reposition the boy. 
Or use move tool : click “show transform controls box” &  resize , rotate and reposition 
the boy. 

4.  Match the 
tonal 
values/ 
shading 

To match up lighting/ tonal values: 
 
Add new adjustment layer: Hue/ Saturation : reduce saturation to -100 
This shows the mono range across the two images:  
 
To match them up : 
New adjustment layer: LEVELS: clip onto the subject layer by right click : create clipping 
mask, 
Output levels: bring white slider down to match up with the background where the subject 
is eg: 40  
 
To paint the subject light back in: click in levels adjustment layer: 
Use a soft brush c110 mode normal opacity: c50 or less to finetune, flow c13 

5.  ‘Ground’ 
the 
subject: 
create a 
shadow 

To add drop shadow: Click on subject/ boy layer mask 
Double click on right side of layer name: Layer style options box opens 
Click drop shadow: double click on the right of dropshadow layer 
Opacity c65,  Angle c100, distance c70 , spread c10, size c 120, click ok 
To adjust/ reposition the shadow: eg: onto the ground instead of behind the subject 
Right click on drop shadow layer (or fX icon)    (some effects prompt= ok) 



Click ‘drop shadow layer’ – create layer 
Cmd or control  T to Transform; and  
 Right click to select distort or warp option and reshape / position shadow to suit: ok / return  

6.  Editing 
the boy  
(be in the 
right layer 
while 
working) 

If needed: to edit your subject 
Click into the subject layer, and click the MASK box: use the brush tool on Black to remove a 
part, white to paint in back in 
 
Or Eraser tool: soft brush size 100 hardness 0 opacity 50%,flow 50%  and enter. Then reduce 
opacity to 15% and refine the shadowing. 

7.  Dodge & 
Burn  

Dodge/ Burn if needed to shade/ highlight 
 
Shading: in each layer : Burn Tool to darken 
soft Brush 50  
range Highlights/ midtones/ shadows  
eg: exposure 15% 

8.  Colour 
grading 
match up 

New adjustment layer: Gradient map : choose bright red to orange(eg orange 8 or 10). 
Blend mode : Hue opacity c75% 
 
New adjustment layer: Selective colour : choose black: add cyan c+11, yellow -7 
 
New adjustment layer: Gradient map : choose dark blue to light blue (eg blue 12). Blend 
mode : lighten (or overlay) opacity c40% 
  
 

9.  Duplicate 
image &. 
save. 
flatten 
duplicate 
to 
compress 

At various intervals you may want to save your work as version 1, 2 etc. Especially 
when trying out new effects. Then you can revert to earlier file if you don’t like a 
particular effect.  
Select ‘File’: ‘Duplicate’, then you have created a ‘duplicate’ image meaning you can 
save a copy of what you have worked on so far: and you can then ‘flatten’ the duplicate 
copy and begin working on the whole image, as one, for dodging and burning ease. 
Remember : ‘flatten’ is not reversible so be sure to save a copy first. 

10.  Add 
Vignette 
to lend 
more 
drama to 
the 
image: or 
to draw 
attention 
to the 
core 
aspect 

To Create vignette 
Click shape tool: choose shape: ellipse 
Draw out the area to emphasise  
To Reverse the shape selected:  
In properties panel: ‘path operations’ options ; select ‘subtract front shape’. 
 
To feather the shape: in the shape layer, in properties panel, click masks icon, increase 
feather setting to your taste: eg 515; in layers panel: opacity c75% 
For info: To adjust the colour and placement of the vignette: in shape layer : double click on 
ellipse : colour panel pops up and pick any colour 
To adjust the placement of the vignette: use move tool to reposition it. 
 
OR: Filter-Camera Raw Filter 
Radial filter 
Position and use sliders to your taste: inside vs outside range 
Exp: -0.7, contrast  highlights -10,shadows 100, texture 22 dehaze -5 etc  

11.  Save as 
PSD file 
and as 
JPEG 

Save with layers as PSD file and also as Jpeg  
to social media/ print the JPEG, or go back and work on it at later stage in photoshop, if 
there are any further aspects needing retouch… 
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